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01-Feb-19 6.1.1

Precept Commitment 1: 

Ensure that Neighbourhood Policing Teams' 

capability and presence is protected.  

PCC

ongoing

01-Feb-19 6.1.2

Precept Commitment 2: 

Maintain the PCC's current funding levels for PCSOs.  
PCC

ongoing

01-Feb-19 6.1.3

Precept Commitment 3:

Ensure recruitment of an additional 264 police 

officer/officer equivalents (net) by 31st March 

2020.  

PCC

ongoing

01-Feb-19 6.1.4

Precept Commitment 4:

Review governance arrangements for the delivery 

of the Fusion programme, including measuring 

current progress in light of the slippage between 

2018/19 and 2019/20 budgets and provide Panel 

with a report on the programme oby September 

2019 outlining progress or any barriers to progress 

in this regard.

PCC

ongoing
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01-Feb-19 6.1.5

Precept Commitment 5:

Given the projected reserves position by 2023, 

provide Panel with further commitment that the 

PCC will continue and accelerate wider efficiencies 

across the Force including regional procurement 

and blue light collaboration.  Consider reviewing the 

cost burden of 101. 

PCC

ongoing

01-Feb-19 6.1.6

Precept Commitment 6:

Reflect the increase in resources in terms of 

performance and satisfaction data in the PCC's 

Police and Crime Plan refresh.

PCC

ongoing

01-Feb-19 6.1.7

Precept Commitment 7:

Provide Panel with a half year revised MTFF to 

assure them that required efficiencies are on track 

in line with projections.

PCC

06-Mar-15 5.6.1

That the Commissioner provides a report on the 

HMIC re-inspection of crime data integrity in due 

course.

PCC TBA

Update August 2018: Confirmation of a further 

inspection has still not been received.   Since March 

2015, Panel have received a number of reports 

including during December 2015, July 2016 and a 

private briefing during October 2017.

Ongoing

16-Dec-16 9.8.1
Further update on Child Protection Re-Inspection 

following further HMIC Re-inspection 
PCC TBA

Update June 2018: Confirmation of a further 

inspection has still not been received.
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05-May-17 5.8.2

That a further report on CRC's be brought to Panel 

when the full first year's figures are available in the 

autumn

PCC 01-Mar-19
Update report to include implications of changes to 

CRC's to come to March meeting

15-Sep-17 9.5.1
That the Commissioner continues to try to progress 

a mutual aid agreement with other forces 
PCC ongoing

09-Mar-18 6.10.1

The PCC to provide the Panel with details of what 

efficiencies NETIC aims to achieve along with other 

clear examples where financial savings are being 

realised

PCC Pick up under Precept Commitment 5 ongoing

09-Mar-18 7.7.1

That the PCC reports back addressing the issues 

raised following the Pre-charge Bail Post 

Implementation Review 

PCC TBA

09-Mar-18 8.4.1
That the PCC reports back to Panel following the 

further work which is to be done to understand the 

implications of OoCDs and their effectiveness

PCC TBA
To be picked up as part of a update paper on 

investigations, detections and outcomes

20-Apr-18 5.21.1
PCC to report back to Panel when the outcome of 

the NPAS new fleet business case is known
PCC TBC ongoing

15-Jun-18 9.31.3

Invitation extended for any Panel member to visit 

the Customer Contact Centre and see the work that 

takes place. 

Panel ongoing

13-Jul-18 6.8.1 That the FMS be reported on to Panel in due course PCC 01-Apr-19

13-Jul-18 6.8.2

The PCC provides further information on what 

framework is in place to address capacity and 

capability issues within safeguarding units

PCC TBA
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14-Sep-18 5.20.2

That Panel receive a paper on investigations and 

detection rates which explains the different 

outcomes and what is happening with the 

investigations review

PCC TBA

14-Sep-18 7.5.1 

That the PCC continues to seek ways to improve 

keeping the public informed of progress on crimes 

and considers a scripted response on how to 'track 

my crime' upon calling the contact centre

PCC ongoing

14-Sep-18 8.11.1

That the Panel are provided with an estimated cost 

of the dealing with missing people in the context of 

the rest of the workload

PCC 15-Dec-18

09-Nov-18 3.12.1
PCC & Panel to revist CSE in Huddersfield in the 

New Year
PCC/PCP 01-Mar-18

09-Nov-18 3.12.2
That the PCC draws on the expertixse of the Panel 

in relation to community relations where possible
PCC

09-Nov-18 5.4.1
Panel to revisit NPT review when the full 12 month 

review is available
PCC 01-Jun-19

09-Nov-18 6.10.1
The PCC to bring back a report on the impact of 

GANGBOs
PCC

09-Nov-18 8.8.1

That the PCC considers including an outcome to 

improve rates for transphobic hate crime continues 

ongoing work and engagement with the Trans 

community

PCC

09-Nov-18 10.10.1
That PCP members urge support from their own LAs 

from the Gov on the issue of police funding

PCP 

members
complete
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09-Nov-18 10.10.2
That the PCC writes to the five Leaders setting out 

the funding position and seeking their support
PCC complete

14-Dec-18 6.7.1

The PCC to provide information on the numbers of 

under-represented groups in relation to detective 

applications and recruitment.

PCC

14-Dec-18 10.2.1

The PCC to circulate details of the district projects 

to be undertaken as part of the Early Intervention 

Youth Fund

PCC 01-Apr-19 Paper to Panel meeting in April
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